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Abstract
For the majority of data mining applications, there are
no models of data which would facilitate the task of compar-
ing records of time series. We propose a generic approach
to comparing noise time series using the largest deviations
from consistent statistical behaviour. For this purpose we
use a powerful framework based on wavelet decomposition,
which allows filtering polynomial bias, while capturing the
essential singular behaviour. In addition, we are able to
reveal scale-wise ranking of singular events including their
scale free characteristic: the Ho¨lder exponent. We use a set
of such characteristics to design a compact representation
of the time series suitable for direct comparison, e.g. eval-
uation of the correlation product. We demonstrate that the
distance between such representations closely corresponds
with the subjective feeling of similarity between the time se-
ries. In order to test the validity of subjective criteria, we
test the records of currency exchanges, finding convincing
levels of (local) correlation.
Note: This work has been carried out under the Impact
project.
1. Introduction
The importance of similarity measures in data mining is
easily underestimated. This is caused by the fact that most
algorithms assume relational data and the similarity is im-
plicitly measured by similarity (or even equality) of values
for given attributes. However, the importance of similarity
measures becomes apparent the moment one considers min-
ing non-relational data, such as time series. In such cases,
patterns should describe sets of time series with similar be-
haviour and, thus, a similarity measure is necessary.
This similarity measure could be implicit in completely
new algorithms which work for this special type of data. Or,
the similarity measure could be explicit and use the standard
data mining algorithms. In the context of time series, one
way to achieve this is to extract a (fixed) number of features
from the time series so that similar time series have similar
features (e.g., as numerical values) and vice-versa. This is
the approach we, and others [1, 2, 3, 4, 5], follow in our
research. In other words, we want to define the similarity of
time series through a number of features.
In general, the issue of quantitative similarity estimation
between time series in data mining applications seemingly
suffers from a serious internal inconsistency: on the one
hand, one wants the similarity to be independent of a large
class of linear transformations like (amplitude, time) rescal-
ing, addition of linear trend or constant bias. This is under-
standable since most such operations affect the parameter
values of commonly used estimators (e.g. power spectrum),
or destroy any stationarity potentially present in the time se-
ries making estimation impossible. On the other hand, the
subjective, qualitative judgement of similarity (by humans)
is based precisely on non-stationary behaviour; rapid tran-
sients marking beginnings of trends, extreme fluctuations
and generally speaking, large but rare events.
Such local fluctuations, characteristic for single realisa-
tions, usually make statistical estimations difficult and re-
sult in unreliable estimates. In particular, it is common
knowledge that the evaluation of data distributions from
short data sets is an awkward task, resulting in unreliable
estimates. The reason for this is limited statistics, in which
local fluctuations of the data override consistent statistical
behaviour. However, what is of great disadvantage from a
statistical point of view can be of advantage in another con-
text. In this paper, we propose a method of characterising
the time series which relies on such deviations from the con-
sistent statistical behaviour as caused by the non-stationary
behaviour of the data. We will show how large local fluc-
tuations in relatively short data sets carry the relevant in-
formation about the transient ‘shape’ of the time series. In
particular, we can then make use of them in order to pro-
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vide a very compact set of characteristics of the time series
useful for correlation or matching purposes.
But what if the time series data in our application is long
enough to result in good statistical estimates? The way to go
is, of course, to reduce the data length in order to increase
the influence of large local fluctuations! What sounds un-
reasonable, is perfectly admissible and technically possible,
by the operation of coarse graining the data using so-called
wavelet filters, in the Wavelet Transformation scheme. In
this paper, we will demonstrate how the Wavelet Trans-
form resulting from scale-wise decomposing of time series
data provides a natural way to obtain scale-wise ranking of
events in the time series. In addition to this, by evaluating
both the local scaling estimates and the spectral density of
singular behaviour in the time series, we will be able lo-
cally to indicate rare events in time series. These will next
be used for the purpose of (locally) correlating time series
using large or rare events.
In section 2, we will focus on the relevant aspects of the
wavelet transformation, in particular the ability to charac-
terise scale free behaviour of characteristic events in time
series, like ‘crash’ singularities. The link between such sin-
gularities and the non-stationary behaviour of time series
will be postulated, and together with the hierarchical scale-
wise decomposition provided by the wavelet transform, it
will enable us to select the interesting large scale features.
In section 3, we will discuss the h-representation of time
series, utilising the large scale characteristics with expo-
nents properly estimated. The issues of distance metric in
the representation and that of correlation between the rep-
resentations will be addressed in section 4. This is followed
by the test case of correlating examples of currency ex-
change rates. Section 5 closes the paper with conclusions
and suggestions for future developments.
2. Continuous Wavelet Transform and its Max-
ima Used to Reveal the Structure of the
Time Series
As already mentioned above, the recently introduced
Wavelet Transform (WT), see e.g. Ref. [6, 7], provides
a way of analysing the local behaviour of functions. In
this, it fundamentally differs from global transforms like the
Fourier Transform. In addition to locality, it possesses the
often very desirable ability of filtering the polynomial be-
haviour to some predefined degree. Therefore, correct char-
acterisation of time series is possible, in particular in the
presence of non-stationarities like global or local trends or
biases. One of the aspects of the WT which is of great ad-
vantage for our purpose is the ability to reveal the hierarchy
of (singular) features including their scaling behaviour - the
so-called scale free behaviour.
Conceptually, the wavelet transform is a convolution
product of the time series with the scaled and translated
kernel - the wavelet
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as the smoothing kernel,
which has optimal localisation in both domains.
The scaling and translation actions are performed by two
parameters; the scale parameter fl ‘adapts’ the width of the
wavelet kernel to the microscopic resolution required, thus
changing its frequency contents, and the location of the
analysing wavelet is determined by the parameter ffi :
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where fl0"#ffi132 and fl546 for the continuous version of the
Wavelet Transformation (CWT).
Figure 1. Continuous Wavelet Transform rep-
resentation of the random walk (Brownian
process) time series. The wavelet used is
the Mexican hat - the second derivative of
the Gaussian kernel. The coordinate axis are:
position  , scale in logarithm 7980:  fl  , and the
value of the transform !  flfi"#ffi  .
In figure 1, we show the wavelet transform of a random
walk sample decomposed with the Mexican hat wavelet -
the second derivative of the Gaussian kernel. From the def-
inition, the transform retains all the temporal locality prop-
erties - the position axis is in the forefront of the 3D plot.
The standard way of presenting the CWT is using the loga-
rithmic scale, therefore the scale axis pointing ‘in depth’ of
the plot is log(s). The third vertical axis denotes the magni-
tude of the transform 

flfi";ffi

. The 3D plot shows how the
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wavelet transform reveals more and more detail while going
towards smaller scales, i.e. towards smaller 7<8fi:

fl

values.
Therefore, the wavelet transform is sometimes referred to
as the ‘mathematical microscope’, due to its ability to focus
on weak transients and singularities in the time series. The
wavelet used determines the optics of the microscope; its
magnification varies with the scale factor fl .
A useful representation which can be derived from the
CWT and which is of much less redundancy than the CWT
is the Wavelet Transform Modulus Maxima (WTMM) rep-
resentation, introduced by Mallat [8]. In addition to transla-
tion invariance, it also possesses the ability to characterise
local singular behaviour of time series.
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Figure 2. WTMM representation of the time
series and the bifurcations of the WTMM tree.
Mexican hat wavelet.
It consists of the maxima lines extracted from the CWT,
see figure 2. Each line is constructed from local maxima
of the CWT with respect to the time coordinate, connected
along the scale. It can be shown that each such a maximum
line converges to a singularity in the time series = , thus mak-
ing possible the localisation of the singularity. Moreover, it
can be used for the evaluation of the Ho¨lder exponent of the
singularity:
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% , where  indicates the number of the van-
ishing moments of the wavelet (in the order of the derivative
of Gaussian kernel
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@ in our case). The meaning
of the Ho¨lder exponent can be loosely associated with the
feeling of local roughness or regularity of the time series.
The higher the Ho¨lder exponent, the more smooth and reg-
ular the time series in

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on condition that the number of vanishing moments of the wavelet is
sufficient.
Suppose the time series can be locally approximated
with the Taylor series expansion of
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Of course, if L
CB
is smoother than some  -th degree poly-
nomial, the polynomial bias has to be removed in order to
access the singular behaviour L
	CB
. This is why we are us-
ing a wavelet with  vanishing moments, which effectively
filters the  -th degree polynomials bias in the time series.
3. The h-Representation
As already discussed in section 2, the wavelet trans-
form removes the polynomial bias, but at the same time
it effectively ‘compresses’ the information about the ‘non-
stationarity’ into a piece of local information. Moreover, it
reveals the scale-wise organisation of singularities, thus al-
lowing for the selection of the interesting strongest events.
In oder to arrive at a very compact representation of the
time series, one would like to include a certain (predefined)
number of such features in it. The h-representation, as we
will call it, will be obtained by means of selecting a pre-
defined number of strongest maxima and then tracing them
below the representation scale at which they appear, thus
allowing better localisation of singular features in the time
domain and a more stable estimation of the L exponent.
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For the sake of comparison, we plot in figure 3 left, the
sampling of the input time series with % 6 and
0]
maxima
first appearing while going down from the highest scale -
lowest resolution. There is a substantial amount of detail
added to the ‘approximation’ with
0]
maxima compared to
that with % 6 , nevertheless the strongest features remain un-
changed. In figure 3 right, we compare the sampling with
the % 6 strongest maxima against the original time series.
Again, the largest features are well captured by the sam-
pling proposed.
Note that it is not the values of the function which are
retained for the sake of representing the time series, but the
corresponding (effective) Ho¨lder exponent. Indeed, gener-
ally we would not want to be dependent on the exact values
of the time series, but rather employ the scale free character-
istics, locally independent of vertical rescaling and polyno-
mial bias. Even though we discard the actual values of the
wavelet transform at the chosen maxima points, the signs
of these values are taken into the representation. The infor-
mation carried by the sign is complementary to that in the
Ho¨lder exponent - the pair ( L ^_ ,sign( ! 	^` )) is some-
what reminiscent of the (amplitude, phase) in the Fourier
Transform. In particular, the sign will allow us to distin-
guish the time series
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For practical details on h-exponent estimation see [9, 10].
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Figure 3. Top: the ‘approximation’ of the time
series using the % 6 strongest maxima, over-
layed onto the ‘approximation’ using all 0]
maxima at the scale considered 7980:  fl b
dc .
Bottom: the ‘approximation’ of the time se-
ries using the strongest % 6 maxima, overlayed
onto the original time series.
In conclusion to the above considerations, we can design
our h-representation to contain the set of a certain number of
the largest features of the time series at hand. The parame-
ters coded are the

-coordinate

^
of the selected maximum
lines e
^
at the scale flDf
^
@ , the Ho¨lder exponent L
	
^

, and
the corresponding sign of the wavelet transform ! 

^

.
4. Experiments with Similarity
We used a straightforward algorithm to evaluate the sim-
ilarity between the h-representations. For each set of num-
bers associated with the representation feature g , we used a
quadratic distance measure with separate factors for posi-
tion and L exponent,  I and  H respectively:
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fl - the representation of the time series.
The representation thus defined is suitable for determin-
ing the distance measure between the time series. A simple
pointwise product will show how the two representations fl
=
and fl  , of the time series in hand are correlated in the time

, and L exponent domains:
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We took the records of the exchange rate with respect
to USD over the period 01/06/73 - 21/05/87. It contains
daily records of the exchange rates of five currencies with
respect to USD: Pound Sterling, Canadian Dollar, German
Mark, Japanese Yen and Swiss Franc. (Some records were
missing - we used the last known value to interpolate the
missing values.) Below, in figure 4, we show the plots of
the records.
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Figure 4. Left above, all the records of the
exchange rate used, with respect to USD over
the period 01/06/73 - 21/05/87.
All the time series were decomposed using the Mexican
hat wavelet. For each, the %
]w)
6 strongest maxima were
selected and for each of these maxima, the following were
retained: the position of the maximum at the fine scale, the
estimate of the Ho¨lder exponent, the sign of the WT value
at the location of the maximum at the finest scale.
As the measure of similarity for our examples, we have re-
spectively: x
1) German Mark( fl
x
) versus Swiss Franc( fly ); total correla-
tion = 0.793370
2) Pound Sterling( fl
=
) versus Canadian Dollar( fl  ); total cor-
relation = 0.287755
3) Pound Sterling( fl
=
) versus German Mark( fl
x
); total corre-
lation = 0.408833
4) Pound Sterling( fl
=
) versus Swiss Franc( flYy ); total correla-
tion = 0.375356
5) Canadian Dollar( fl  ) versus German Mark( fl
x
); total cor-
relation = 0.314108
6) Canadian Dollar( fl  ) versus Swiss Franc( fl y ); total corre-
lation = 0.337519.
z
Note that all these values were obtained including the end cut-off and
the related singularity at the beginning and at the end of the time series
record. (We had to pad with zeros in order to obtain power of 2 for FFT).
These cut-off singularities are trivially correlated for all time series and
add some bias to the correlation values. For all the above examples, the
cut-off singularities account for some {D|~}5{D|  correlation.
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The pointwise correlations of the corresponding h-
representations for the two example pairs are shown in
figure 5. Even at the very low resolution of the h-
representations, the correlation plot conveys relevant tem-
poral information about the local similarity of time series
matched. The time series fl
x
and fl y correlate very well
across the entire sample. The time series fl
=
and fl  only
start to show some significant correlation after


6W
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on
the normalised time axis.
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Figure 5. Top: German Mark versus Swiss
Franc. Bottom: Pound Sterling versus Cana-
dian Dollar. The pointwise correlation of the
corresponding h-representations is shown in
the bottom plots.
A possible interpretation is that the time series fl
x
and
fly are permanently strongly coupled through some politi-
cal/economical links. Considering these are both time se-
ries from the European Union, this is not an unlikely rea-
son. On the other hand, the localised beginning of the cor-
relations between the fl
=
and fl  time series may have some-
thing to do with an important political/economical/military
event which then took place and has coupled both currency
systems since then. Alternatively, and perhaps even more
likely, the events reflected by both the exchange rates of the
currencies in question may have primarily affected the ref-
erence currency, in this case the USD.
5. Conclusions
We have demonstrated that through incorporating the
concept of scale (resolution) to the representation of the
time series, the Wavelet Transformation enables us to reveal
the scale-wise organisation (hierarchy) of features. Since
we are interested in only the largest features, these corre-
spond to events at the largest of the scales of decomposi-
tion. The task of selecting such features can be accom-
plished using the (predefined) number of WT maxima ap-
pearing above some largest (predefined) scale of interest.
The WT allows us to evaluate the scale free parameters
of the isolated singular events: relative scale, relative po-
sition, sign and the Ho¨lder exponent. We have shown that
a set of such features can serve for evaluating the (local)
correlation product for time series.
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